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Quantum K-Theory. 
II. Homotopy Invariance of the Chern Character* 

KASPAR ERNST,’ PING FENG, ARTHUR JAFFE, AND ANDRZEJ LESNIEWSKI 

We prove that the Chern character of quantum algebras is invariant under a 
class of deformations of the Dirac operator. We also extend the delimtlon of the 
Chern character to include certain unbounded operators. ( lY90 hcadrmlc Press. Inc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is our second paper on entire cyclic cohomology, which generalizes 
non-commutative differential geometry to the case of infinite dimensions. In 
the first paper [S] we defined a quantum algebra, and we constructed an 
even cocycle r for Connes’ entire cohomology of the algebra, with 
Lz-grading. In Connes’ terminology, the quantum algebra is a Z,-graded, 
O-summable Fredholm module [ 21. 

Here we carry on the study of r in three directions. First, we extend the 
cocycle r from the space of entire cochains %+(&) which are even under 
the Z2 grading to the space %?(,d) of all entire cochains on .d. This exten- 
sion has been investigated independently by Kastler [6]. 

Second we study a family ri. of cocycles arising from a family of Dirac 
operators parameterized by a real parameter i. We give sufficient condi- 
tions on the Dirac operator Q(A) which generates rA such that the elements 
of the family T’ are cohomologous. 

Finally, we define a family of Banach space norms II.11 ‘i on .d such that 
the cocycles T extend continuously to the closure &V of .c4 in these norms. 
This allows us to extend r continuously to limiting elements of .d in x$. 
These limiting elements are not necessarily bounded operators in U(H)), 
but may be convenient for the computation of the cohomology class deter- 
mined by r. In a separate work we are investigating how the general 

* Supported in part by the Department of Energy under Grant DE-FG02-XgER25065. 
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estimates proposed here arise in some specific examples of geometry in 
infinite dimensions in the context of supersymmetric quantum field theory. 

Recall that a quantum algebra (.c//. N. I: Q) comprises a unital algebra 
.cJ of bounded operators on a Hilbert space -9’ with a L!?-grading I.. which 
is self-adjoint and unitary. Furthermore. there is a self-adjoint operator Q 
on X with the two properties: (i) the heat kernel of Q’ is trace class, 
namely, 

Tr( (1 /&I’ ) < -x , for all /j > 0, 

and (ii) Q is odd, namely. 

/‘Q + Ql‘= 0. 

The operator Q detincs a graded derivation (i of .d, 

rlu= i[Q. u]. 

Here the graded commutator (1.3) is defined by 

[Q.u]=(Qu, -u. Q)S(QU +tr Q,. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

with 

l/ / = I( u * Iii/.) (1.5) 

the homogeneous parts of LI under the grading. 
We assume that (1: .d --+ .c/. In the commutative, nongraded case this 

assumption means that .r/ is the algebra of smooth functions on a 
manifold. Instead [3]. wc would start with a C*-algebra ?I’ (“the algebra 
of continuous functions”), and assume that: (i) -9 is norm-dense in .Y’ and 
(ii) rl.n/ c .?‘. Then .c/ would be a non-commutative analog of continuously 
differentiable functions. 

We define the supertrace form 

F,,(rr,,, . . . . u,)) = Str 
i 

[ rr,,cl,(t,)u,(t,)‘.‘(/,,(/,,)(’ Q:dt . 
) 

(I.61 
” (i,, 

where u( f ) = (’ “‘(,(“I’ and where CJ,, is the simplex (T,, = 
/t E [w”: 0 < t, < 1, ,< < /,, < I ). Recall the definition from [S]. 

S,,(N,). . . . . tr,,) = ( --- 1 )“’ l’ FJU,,, L/u; ) . . . . tq”, . . . . duiclj,“). (1.7) 

For II even, this agrees with the Chern character T” ’ = (T,,, r7. .._, ) defined 
in [.S], while for n odd we show in Section II that T = (T,, T,, . ...) is also a 
cocyclc. 



II. A CHEKN CHARACTER ON % (.:/I 

Let %“(,e/) denote the (n + I )-multilinear functionals on .r/ which arc 
continuous with respect to the norm 

This continuity induces a topology on % “( .-/ ) given bq a norm (/ j,, ) *. fat, 
/;, E ‘i”(.d). The entire cochains f’= (1;). f, . _._., f,,. . . . ) arc clement\ oi 
@!> %“(d) such that 

The grading f lifts to % and induces the splitting 

In [S] we restricted attention to % , (.d). Here WC define h. 13 on ,‘/, (.-J J 
which agrees on homogeneous elements with the formula of C‘onneh 
[ 1, p. 2761. Let .f’c %(.d) be homogeneous, namely. f’e % (,d) OI 
,f’E % (,d). Then define 

We take 

(hf;,)(o,,. .“. (I,, , I )= i (~ I )‘/,(l/,,. . . 0, iI, i. . tr,,) 
, 0 
+ ( ~ I )I” I ‘J/,,(i/;, _ , U,,. (1,. . . . . rr,,) (ll.S! 

and 

(Bf;,)(rr,,. . ..1 Cl,, ,)= f (-1)“’ “‘(f;,(l,rr;, ,..... (I,, , . . . . . (I(,, . . . (1,) , I ’ 
I ,I 

+ ( ~ I )“’ ’ “,j;,(tr;, , . . . . (I,, , . il,,. . (1,: j , , I )). 

iIl.hi 

With this definition, 
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This can be shown using similar arguments as in [S]. Thus, h, B, and 
(: = h + B extend by linearity to %(.d) and satisfy (11.10) and (1’ = 0. 

With this definition, we claim (and Kastler [6] independently shows) 
that the arguments of [S] yield 

THEOREM 11.1. The entire cochain z dc+wd by (1.7) is u k~~c~~~le and 
Tlk E K + (d), T?k. + , E $5 (d). 

III. HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE OF THE CHERN CHARACTER 

In this section we consider deformations of the Chern character r. Let 
1. E 1, a closed interval; it is no loss of generality to assume that I= [0, 11. 
Consider a family of odd, self-adjoint operators Q(i), whose heat kernels 
are trace class, with Q E Q(2 = 0). Define 

and 

d,.a = i[Q(jb), u], du = d,a = i[Q, a], (III. 1) 

As in (1.7), we set 

zfja(,, . . . . u,,)= (-1)‘“” F:;(a,,, djaf. . . . . d,a:“, . . . . d,af,“). (111.3) 

Our main result in this section is to give sufficient conditions on Q(i), 
such that T’-T= 
and 

dTir’ 
z = c?G” 

with G’ E %‘(.d). Hence 

where 

5’ - T = (7H”, 

H’ = ‘- G”’ &‘, 
J‘ 0 

which implies that ri and T are cohomologous. 

(111.4) 
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Let us now formulate our conditions on cJ(~~). The analytic details are 
somewhat involved, but clearly some precise continuity hypotheses are 
required. We assume that Q(i”) is a family of self-adjoint operators, with 
H(i) = Q(n)‘. We assume that i -+ (Q(2) ii) -’ is norm continuous in 
J?(H) for 2~1. Define the self-adjoint contraction 

,f’( j,) = e “‘i). 

From norm-continuity of (Q(1”) f i) ’ we infer norm-continuity off(i.) in 
3.. By definition, the range J(f(2)‘) is dense in 2, for ~30. Let us define 
the basic smooth domains ’ 

L?(J)= U ;‘R(f‘(j.)‘) 
\ ) (I 

and 

cat= u 2(i). 
I t I 

By the spectral theorem, we can define the bilinear forms 

(lTI.5) 

d,,(L P) = 
H(A) - H(P) 

i-p 
and d (A p)=QG-Q(~) 

Q ’ 3. - p 
(111.6) 

for i, ~EI with the domain G2(jV) x 2?(p). We assume the following 
estimates for these difference quotients of the putative derivatives H’(2) 
and Q’(2): 

(i) The form d,(/l, p) extends to a symmetric operator on the 
domain 58. For some q > 0 there exists c < x such that for, s, s’ > 0, 

for all 2, fi E I. 

(ii) .There exists a symmetric operator Q’(j”) with domain 9 and a 
form H’(2) with domain .G# x 9 such that for some II> 0, and all S, .s’ > 0, 

ll(da(l, p) - Q’(i-))f‘(J)‘I/ d o( 1) s “2+‘1, (111.8) 

//f(p)” (d,(E., p) - H’(fi))f(i))f‘(i.)“ 11 < 0( l)(SS’) ’ +‘I, (111.9) 

An alternative form of these assumptions can be posed in terms of 
estimates on perturbations of the Hamiltonian. We state these stronger 
estimates as (i’) and (ii’), from which (i) and (ii) can be derived. 
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(i’) The form A,( 2, I() extends to a symmetric operator on the 
domain 9. For some r~> 0 and c < ‘CC the form 112 satisfies 

:l,(i., Ii)2 < c(H(i) + I)’ ‘? (111.7’) 

for all 2, 1~ E I. 

(ii’) There exists a symmetric operator Q’(;.) with domain ‘J and a 
form H’(R) with domain ‘/ x ‘/ such that for some q > 0, 

l!(Aa(~,~“)-Q’(;.,,(H(i”)+z) ‘2+“l~60(1), (111.8’) 

and 

iI + 1) “+“(A,,(j.,~~)~H’(j.))(H(i)+l) “+‘i~l<o(l). (111.9 

as ,lI -+ 2. 

(T& T:, . ...) E%+(d). (T;, z;. . ...) 6% (d). 

(2) Also. 

hz:; - Bt:; + 2 = 0. 

Pro@ (1) To estimate the growth of r:,, we notice that (111.7) implies 

Il/lj.ae \Qq <c’s ’ ?+‘I Ilull <c’s ’ 2+‘J Ilull*, 

where 

A,,u = i[Q(i) - Q, u]. 

Since we only consider s = t, + , - t, E [0, 11, we also have 

11 dae a~.): /I < (.‘IS 1 2 1 ‘I I/ u ,, * 

Since 

d; u = da + A, a. 



this yields 

/j d,.w aLI 1 < (3 ’ ’ + ‘I 11 N 11 *, (111.l0, 

In particular, 

11 d, u; ‘C’ “, ’ r,‘Vl;“7li~(,(t,+,-t,) ‘2+‘q(i,Il*, j = I, . ..) n 

and 

II u,,r ‘I Ql; )J 2 11 < (‘f, 1 2 + ‘, 1, (!() 1, * 

This implies the estimate on T;,, 

where 

Z(<)= 1 fi (f,, ] -‘,) ’ +<nr= fi B((,,jj’). (III.1 1) 
d fl,i , = (1 I ’ 

Here B(m, n) is the beta function defined by 

B(m, n) = r(m) f(n)/T(m + n) = r’,: f”’ ‘(1 - I)” ’ dr. 

Simple estimates show that 

(111.12) 

Thus 

// 5:; /I * 6 h'(hc)" 

As u > 0, we infer the growth condition. 

(2) The proof is analoguous to the one in [S]. 

We have thus constructed a family of cocyles. To show they are 
cohomologous we prove that the derivative dT’/di equals a coboundary 
(7GL, where GL~%(.d). The two main steps are: (a) to show that the 
derivative with respect to 1 exists, (b) to check the algebraic identity 
(111.4). 
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LEMMA 111.2. Under the assumpfions (111.7))(111.9) ,f’(j*) is norm- 
differentiable and the Duhamel ,formula holds: 

df(i) ’ 
-= 

di c o .f(i.)’ H’(A),/‘(i)’ ’ ds. (111.13) 

Proqf: The function h(s) =.f(A)“,f‘(,~)‘~ ’ maps the unit interval to 
U(X) and is weakly differentiable on the open interval (0, 1). Since h(s) 
is continuous at s = 0, 1, we infer from the fundamental theorem of calculus 
that 

(111.14) 

Note that our assumptions imply that 

Together with (111.9), we see that the right side of (111.14) is uniformly 
bounded and uniformly convergent as p + A. Thus the norm derivative of 
f(A) exists as claimed. 

LEMMA 111.3. Under the above assumptions, with s > 0, the operator 
exp( -sH(/I)) is norm-dtfferentiable in A. Also 

d \H(E.) _ 
ze - oe S‘ 

(5 x”‘cLJ(Q’(A) Q(2) + Q(2) Q’(i)) e ai.’ dct. (111.15) 

Proqfi The differentiability of exp( -sH(%)) follows from Lemma III.2 
(with sH replacing H) and its derivative equals j;,f(A)‘ ’ H’(i,),f(;.)” dcc. 
The difference quotient d,(A, p) in (111.14) can be written as 

A,(% PL) = Q(j-1 A,(k P) + AQ(ju, PL) P(P). (111.16) 

The estimates (III.77(111.8) ensure uniform convergence of (111.14) to 
(III.1 5), as /A --f 1. Here we also use the fact that norm continuity of 
(Q(i) k i)-’ in i ensures the norm continuity of the bounded function 
Q(A) exp( -sQ(j,)“). 

We are now ready to establish the existence of dz”/dE,. Let us introduce 
the notation 

d>,a = i[Q’(i), a] (111.17) 

and 

H’ = Q’Q + QQ’ = - id, Q’. (111.18) 
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PROPOSITION 111.4. Under rhe a.wmptions (i)--( ii) ahirv, T’ is d’hwz- 
riahic in jw, n’z”/rli. E %( .d). and 

Proof: We claim that the functional Ff, t , extends from %“+ I(&‘) to a 
functional on .rJ’ x H’ x .d” + ’ ’ and defines an element of %?“(.&‘). In fact, 
as a consequence of our fundamental assumptions (i) and (ii) we have 

Now we proceed as in the proof of Proposition IV.2 of [S], using half of 
the e gc/ l+li + / “’ factors to control d,Q’(i,), namely, 

I F:;+,(u,,,a,,...,a,,i~i,Q’(E~,,u,+,, . . . . u,,)l 

d fi //u,lI Tr(e 
i ! 

Q(/.,‘2) 
,- 0 

The desired continuity follows. 
Now we’show that &“/dA~%?(.d). First note that (111.19) holds as an 

identity; this is a consequence of differentiating (111.3). Lemmas III.2 and 
III.3 justify the calculation. From (111.7))(111.8) we infer that 

I( Q’(l) e %t(;) 11 < c,s ’ 2 + ‘I, 

and thus 

(111.22) 
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Using half of the heat kernel factors P g(il’ (Ii 1 ‘A) to bound d;-(l, and 
dJu,, we obtain the estimate 

Thus the growth condition holds for the first sum in (111.19). 
Now let us estimate the terms in the second sum. The term irl, Q’(i.) 

needs special care. Note in,Q’(L) = - (Q’Q + QQ’), and 

and 

This and the inequality 

imply that terms in the second sum in (111.19) can be bounded by 

(111.23) 

where the extra factor (t, + I - fk) ’ ’ comes from the above estimates on 
(Q’Q + QQ’). The integral in (111.23) is 

I’(? + l/2)” T(v) 

ij 

I*+‘/ 

/‘((?I + 1 )(r/ + l/2) - l/2) 
< h’b” L 

n! 

This implies the growth condition. The proof is complete. 

Now we construct the coboundary. Define 

G:; , (a,, . ..> a,, ,)=-(-,)l”‘l’~‘(-1)’ 
, _ 0 

x Ffja,, d,a;-, ._., d;&‘, iQ’, d;af;+,‘, . . . . d,uLn~ J. 

(111.24) 
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PROPOSITION 111.5. (1) The jimctional G” is an element qf g(6). 

(2) It satisfies 

(c?G”),, (a,, . . . . a,,) 

= (- l)[““] 1 Fz(a,, d,af, . . . . d>.a:“, . . . . d;.aa“‘) 
, = 0 

+(-1)r’f’21 c F:,+,(u,, d,a{, . . . . dj.a:‘, id,Q’, d;a:>;‘, . . . . d,aL”‘). 
, = 0 

(111.25) 

Proof: Part (1) is proved in the same way as Proposition 111.4. 
Part (2) is a consequence of the identities 

(bG:- ,)(ao, . . . . a,,) 

= (- l)rr’2’ f F:;(u,,, djaf ,..., d,afi,‘, d;.uf’, d,ar:*,‘, . . . . d;,~r) 
,=I 

+ (- l)“‘.“’ ~ F~+ ,(a,, d,uf, ...) dj,af’, id,Q’, d,aJ~*,‘, ,.,) dja~) 
/=O 

+ (- 1)r’7’21 i (-1)/F:+ ,(d;a[, . . . . d,af’-‘, iQ’, d,a::‘,‘, . . . . d,.ul”), 
f=O 

(111.26) 

and 

(BGi+ ,)(a,, . . . . a,,) 

= -(-pl c (-1)’ 
,=o 

x F;,+,(d,u[, ..,, d,u:.“‘, iQ’, d,a::*,‘, . . . . a’,aJ,‘). (III.27) 

These identities are established by using Propositions (IV.4) and (IV.6) of 
[S], and we omit the details. 

We summarize the above results as 

THEOREM 111.6. Under assumptions (i) and (ii) ahow, the ,jimction 
z’.: I + %‘(.d) is continuously dlfferentiahle in /1 and 

(111.28) 
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)vhere G’ is defined by (111.24). A.r N consequencr, the ,ftirnil?$ T’. of’ coc~~&.s 
i.s cahomologous. 

Remarks. 1. Our method actually requires that the family r’ of defor- 
mations is differentiable. Presumably one can generalize the result by other 
methods to cases where the family /( + si describes topological (con- 
tinuous) deformations, which are not differentiable. Certain special cases of 
this result are well understood. The index map 

Ind(Q(i) + I= G( 1) 

is constant if the resolvent map (Q(i”) + i) ’ is norm continuous in E,. In 
that case, for any GE%(&), 

2. The family .slr of cocycles defined in I.51 by 

TL(ao, . . . . 4,,) 

is cohomologous for /I E (0, x ). By scaling, this reduces to a special case of 
the study of (111.1) with Q(b) = p”‘Q. Note that this deformation does not 
satisfy assumptions (i) and (ii). 

3. The case Q(E”) = Q + B(i.) where iE I, and B’(A) is a bounded 
transformation on .fl has been studied in 141. 

IV. EXTENSION OF THE CHARACTER T TO LIMITING ELEMENTS 

In [S] we assumed that the algebra .d c S!(Z) is invariant under d. We 
then constructed the Chern character t, so that T,~ satisfies the continuity 
estimate 

lT,,(ao,...,a,)l I-’ (,fio /la,ll.)Tr(e~“i. (IV.1) 

Here we extend the definition of T. We define a Banach space .$ which is 
the completion of .& in a norm 11 II? such that 

II u II ‘1 d /I u II * 3 UE.d. (IV.2) 
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We show that with some constants h, c, 

1 T,,(U”, . ..) u,,)I 6 bc”(n!)-’ + zv (IV.3) 

It follows that T, extends as a continuous, multilinear functional on .d::.+ ‘, 
and that r = {t,l} satisfies the entire growth condition with respect to the 
norm /I I/ ‘,. Elements of ,$ need not be bounded operators on X. This 
extension will be helpful in related works pertaining to working out exam- 
ples of this construction. 

In order to define our new norm, we introduce a real parameter 
rl E [0, t). Let 

I~ull,= sup (st)“llP ‘/‘UP ‘/‘/I*. 
(. It (0. I , 

(IV.4) 

Thus our new norm measures the rate of divergence of the heat kernel 
regularization of a and da as S, t + 0. Clearly, 

llall,= sup (St)” (l/e~m\“aeP’HII + llr~m’HducJ lHIl) 
,.rF(o. I) 

d IIQII + IIW = Il4I*, (IVS) 

so (IV.2) holds. Also, the special choice PI = 0 yields I/ a // 9 = 11 a /I *, so we 
are interested in the case YI E (0, i), for which 

II p-.‘Hae--‘H lI*G(.~t)FV ll4,, (IV.6) 

for all s, t E (0, 1). 
We remark that a sufficient condition that a sequence a,, ~,d of 

operators converge in ,B$ is the I/. II*- norm convergence of the sequence 

(5,,-(H+z)-“u,,(H+Z) “. (IV.7) 

It follows that for s, t E (0, l), 

11 eC’“(u,, - a,,) I’ ‘“I/ *<const(st))~ I~(H+I)~~~(u,,-u,,,)(H+Z)~~I~,. 

Thus convergence of the 6, ensures that (a,} is a Cauchy sequence in s$~. 
Our main result is: 

THEOREM IV.1. Given q E (0, b), the corresponding Chern churacter T on 
W(sd) given by, (1.7) suti$ies (IV.3) w,here b and c are independent qf q. 

Remark. It follows that T is an entire cocycle in the topology deter- 
mined by I/. II’,. In particular, T,, extends continuously to &‘;+I, which can 
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be used in the computation of invariants. For the case q = a we obtain a 
cocycle with a finite radius of convergence. 

ProoJ We estimate r,,(a,, . . . . a,,) using the following method: each 
factor exp( - (t, + , - t,) H) is divided into three pieces of the form 
exp( - (t,, , - fj) H/3). One factor is used to estimate the operator a, , on 
its left. The second factor remains under the trace. The third factor is used 
to estimate the operator a, on its right. (For j = n, take a, + , = a,, t, + , = 1, 
while for j= 0 take t, = 0.) We apply Holder’s inequality to 
Tr(r”+ ’ a~du,(t,)‘~~du,,(t,)e H), t’ es tmating the operators with Z, norms. 
Use the I, norm on r and on the factors Em-“) I~~‘~)H,3da,+ ,c(‘J+ ‘J.I’“‘~, 
for j = 0, 1, . . . . rz - 1, use the I, norm also on e (’ ‘n)H’3aoe ‘iH,‘3, and use 
the I,,, norms on the “middle” factor exp( -(t,+ , - f,) H/3) with 
P =(f o,< t ,<+ ,, ; ‘;‘,- ‘< land j = 0, . . . . n. Since CS p,-’ = 1, we have for 

1 I, 1 

ITr(T”+’ uo~ul(tl)...~~,(t,,)e HII 

Using the bound (111.12) completes the proof. 
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